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Constitutional Sheriffs Movement Grows; Founder Sheriff
Mack Joins Us
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The Constitutional sheriffs movement is
growing, and it’s freaking out the media.
Sheriff Richard Mack, founder of the
Constitutional Sheriffs and Peace Officers
Association, joins us today to discuss the
movement and the attacks on it. He also
discusses how sheriffs can protect J6’ers
from the feds and nullify firearm “laws”
passed by legislatures, and what they need
to do to protect people from the carbon-
capture schemes that threaten property
rights.

Also, South Dakotans are celebrating a victory in the larger battle to stop carbon-capture pipelines in
their state; and a federal court slapped down the FDA by allowing a lawsuit accusing the agency of
interfering with the practice of medicine to go forward. 

In the later segment of the show, Alex Newman interviews a retired public-school teacher about the
brainwashing of students and teachers.  

RELATED

Read “Major Win for SD Farmers Over Carbon Pipeline Land Grab.”

Subscribe to The New American, and never miss critical print issues such as “Biden Crime Family.”
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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